KAREKKI
ALL ERAS OF PLAY
The Karekki originate from the remote Alkali Cluster. A galactic oddity in many ways, they
completely lack any sort of unified government. Mainstream Karekki society believes that the
exercising of governmental power is immoral and prefers to structure their society based on
corporations and an ethos of personal responsibility.
Most of their power rests on their network of 'Bazaarworlds.' These planets are owned
by a single person or a corporation and often operated by a CPO ('Chief Planetary
Officer') on behalf of a board of stakeholders. The Bazaarworlds are theoretically
lawless but in practice the owners exercise total control and employ security companies
to ensure a free market for all customers.
The Karekki always present themselves in humanoid form via hologram projected by
harnesses worn by the true Karekki, a small, four winged bird the size of a fist. They are
capable of speech in their native, chirpy language, but usually speak through the hologram
which includes a universal translator, even amongst themselves.
EXAMPLE VALUE: Freedom no matter the cost, The slowest flyer deserves to be eaten
ATTRIBUTES: +1 Insight, +1 Presence, +1 Reason
TRAIT: Karekki, Hologram. The true Karekki is a small, four winged bird that lacks
any significant physical toughness or strength. They are quite fast, small, and can fly in
most atmospheres. The Holographic Projection Harness that most Karekki wear is able
to project a hard-light hologram that is capable of using most humanoid equipment as
well as speaking. It is able to project even the most subtle of actions willed by the
Karekki, allowing a high fidelity of communcation. However, this hologram must be
within both proximity and line-of-sight of the true Karekki at all times or it vanishes.
TALENTS: Karekki player characters must take "Projected Existence" as one of
their starting talents. Karekki who do not take this talent lack the Hologram trait and
are unable to interact with most humanoid equipment.

PROJECTED EXISTENCE

REQUIREMENT: Karekki
A Karekki with Holographic Projection Harness is able to turn on or off their
hologram as a minor action. The hologram allows them to carry out most
actions a humanoid can take. Upon taking an injury, the hologram vanishes
and you cannot interact with any equipment until the injury is removed. If you
choose to avoid the injury, your hologram continues to function. The
hologram is incapable of autonomous actions and the Karekki must spend
their actions directing the Hologram. If the Karekki loses access to their
Projection Harness, then they may not use this talent.

CODE SWITCHING

REQUIREMENT: Karekki and Projected Existence
Instead of choosing one single image to project to the world, you are able to
change your holographic appearance to that of any humanoid race as a minor
action. The features are unique and do not work as an imitation of a specific
person. You know how to use this ability to put people at ease and make them
believe that you are exactly like them (even if the effect is only subconcious).
Any time you engage in social interaction like this you can spend a momentum
to choose one adjective to apply to yourself (ie, beautiful, intelligent, capable).
This may grant an Advantage per GM discretion. Addtionally, you count as
having any species or physical Ttrait for purpose of social interaction.

TRANSACTIONAL

REQUIREMENT: Karekki, or Gamemaster's Discretion
You grew up in a society where every interaction you've had is transactional.
With altruism and community being shunned, you have learned how to make
offers that are hard to refuse. Any time you engage socially with someone,
you can make a Insight+Command Task roll (Difficulty 2) to discern one
material object or earthly experience they desire.
SAMPLE NAMES:
Masculine Names: Poteth, Ottwho, Uljeck
Feminine Names: Mindee, Thulma, Jesswek
Gender Neutral Names: Komah, Randleh, Yenneh
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